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The whole world is already familiar with the fact that 
in the extensive area taken by them from Magyar 
landowners after the dismemberment of Hungary by 

the Treaty of Trianon the Czechs effected extensive settle
ments. The objects which the Czechs had in view when 
carrying out this settlement policy were the following. The 
purely Magyar territories were thickly strewn with Czech 
minority groups arbitrarily settled there for the purpose of 
artificially undermining the pure Magyar character of the 
territories wrested from Hungary; the object being to for
mulate a “nationality” claim to those territories. But the 
settlements at the same time served military and police 
objects too. The settlement buildings were everywhere built 
of concrete, that if it had to act on the defensive the Czech 
army might have forts ready to hand in operations against 
the Magyars. Every settler was given military equipment, 
rifles and cartridges. The Czech settlers living in Magyar 
districts were organized militarily already in peace time. 
The military formations thus brought into being were called 
also Selska Jizda (peasant cavalry). Whenever any natio
nality or social unrest arose in the Magyar districts, an 
incredible number of Czech gendarmes suddenly appeared 
on patrol in those districts. The settlers had hurriedly don
ned their gendarme uniforms for the purpose of holding in 
check the Magyars whose unrest was the legitimate conse
quence of serious grievances. The same procedure was 
resorted to in the case of the Slovaks too, though on 
a less intensive scale; the role of the Czech settlers and
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their importance was however the same in this case too. 
The centre of gravity of the settlement policy was never
theless the pure Magyar districts: in the pure Magyar 
‘‘Csallokoz’’ region, for instance, where until the days of 
Trianon dismemberment not a single Slovak had lived, the 
Czechs established twenty-two settlements of the size of 
villages on the estates sequestered from the Magyar 
landowners. There was Magyar land enough and to spare; 
the region was near the Hungarian frontier: and in addi
tion that region was exclusively Magyar; there was there
fore every motive for giving effect to the Czech land reform 
scheme in order to strew the "Csallokoz" with Czech 
settlers. A t the same time several State domains were also
established in the sequestered areas. Below will be found
a table showing the area of the several Csallokoz" settle-
ments (or "reservations") and the number of the estates or
holdings situated thereon: —

Area No.
(in hectares) of Selttement

Milos lava 982 60
Hodzova 979 71
Blahova Dedina 832 53
Ves Bellova 811 61
Hviezdoslavov 804 40
Millenium 800 28
Gessayov 604 37
Michal Svaty 567 24
Sturovo 565 38
Vrbina 525 27
Hadovec 439 25
Siily 412 16
Macov 411 22
Okanykovo 387 19
Alzbetova 369 24
Velky Leg 280 16
Tomasov 259 23
Fako 259 15
Blazov 239 12
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Rustatina Tonska 232 9
Ves Hurbanova 173 9
Korcany Etreove 119 5

When, after the conclusion of the Munich Convention 
between the Western Powers and Germany, the first Vienna 
Award restored to Hungary a part of the territories wrested 
from Hungary under the Treaty of Trianon, it became evi
dent that Hungary would have to adjust the settlement 
problem. This adjustment presented no difficulties, seeing 
that after the re-incorporation the bulk of the Czech settlers 
("marchmen” ) domiciled in the Magyar areas fled the 
country. Despite the fact that this work of settlement had 
inflicted upon the Magyar people one of the gravest in
justices known to history, Hungary entered into negotiations 
with the representatives of the whilom settlers for the pur
pose of granting them compensation for their investments. 
It should be noted that at the time of the original 
settlement the Magyar landowners received both for the 
land and the investments sequestered from them payment 
of a trifling nature far below the actual market value of the 
land.

In Hungary, therefore, the question of the Czecho
slovak settlements was adjusted automatically. That was 
not the case, however, in Slovakia. For six months after 
the first Vienna Award Slovakia still continued to maintain 
federal relations with Bohemia. Those Czechs who had left 
the Magyar territories re-incorporated in Hungary swarmed 
over into Slovakia, the result being that there ensued a 
plethora of Czech immigrants which the young Slovak State 
has not yet proved able to completely recover from; for 
the number of Czechs still living in Slovak territory is 
29.600, while —  as may be seen from the relevant reports 
and articles —  the most important economic positions are 
still in Czech hands.

It must therefore be admitted that the Slovaks have had 
a more difficult task than the Hungarians in adjusting the
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problem of the Czech settlers. The taking of resolute initial 
measures was also impeded by the fact that the Slovaks 
were —  and indeed are still —  experiencing a  difficulty 
in emancipating themselves from the ideas resulting from 
the mystification of so-called “Czecho-Slovakism". W e  
would adduce in illustration a few examples of the condi
tions resulting from Czech settlement.

A s is well known, Czecho-Slovakia was in every respect 
founded upon the mystification alleging the existence of a 
“Czecho-Slovak’’ nation. The Censuses, for instance, grouped 
Czechs and Slovaks in one and the same category —  that 
of the imaginary “Czecho-Slovak" nationality. When 
investigating the ethnical problem of Slovakia and of the 
Slovak people (and in particular the demographic expansion 
of that people), the young Slovak ethnography of recent 
times still continues to regard the Czech settlements of 
former days as Slovak settlements. On this point we are 
faced with the following contradiction. In economic respects 
this settlement was just as serious a menace to the Slovaks 
as it was to the Magyars. But at the same time Slovak 
ethnology and propaganda assumes a positive attitude in 
treating ethnographically the question of the Czech settlers. 
Dr. Sveton, for instance, does so in his book entitled 
“Slovaci v Madarsku” (Slovaks in Hungary), which appea
red in 1942.

It is quite natural that all this confusion and contradic
tion should have delayed the revision of Czecho-Slovak land 
reform in Slovakia for four years. And this very delay 
proves the seriousness of the confusion. Four years were 
required to prepare the way for the first steps towards a 
revision of Czecho-Slovak land reform in Slovakia. Only 
now —  in February, 1943 —  has the administrative depart
ment of the Slovak Land Office seen its way to declaring 
that all the measures of the whilom Czecho-Slovak Land 
Office may be invalidated and replaced by new ones where 
such refer to estates exceeding 10 cadastral yokes in area. 
In taking this measure the State Land Office has been
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guided exclusively by the principle of social equity and 
the interests of the Slovak farmers. The revision has so far 
been carried into effect in respect of 55 landed estates 
comprising altogether a total area of 15.689 cadastral yokes. 
Final measures have been taken in the question of revision 
over an area of altogether 9809 cadastral yokes. In eleven 
cases no revision was effected; and in five cases the estates 
have been left in the possession of their present owners. 
The area subjected to revision has been distributed among 
Slovak farmers. Estates have been sequestered in particular 
from those owners who have been classed as “political 
profiteers".

And after all the important point is, not how and why 
the revision has been effected, but that the work of revis
ing the land reform instituted by the Czecho-Slovak regime 
has begun in Slovakia too; and it is to be hoped that 
this work will soon be completed. There is therefore every 
reason to hope that the Slovak people will very shortly 
recover from the incubus of “Czecho-Slovakism” imposed 
upon it for two whole decades, —  not only ideologically, 
but economically too.
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